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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 31 (1995), 74 { 84PARALLELISABILITY CONDITIONSFOR DIFFERENTIABLE THREE{WEBSAlena VanzurovaAbstract. Our aim is to nd conditions under which a 3-web on a smooth 2n-dimensional manifold is locally equivalent with a web formed by three systems ofparallel n-planes in R2n. We will present here a new approach to this \ classical"problem using projectors onto the distributions of tangent subspaces to the leavesof foliations forming the web.The parallelisability conditions for multicodimensional 3-webs were at rst for-mulated by S.S. Chern, [3]. Later on M. A. Akivis, [1], interpreted these condi-tions as vanishing of both torsion and curvature tensors of a certain connectionintimately related to the web, so called canonical Chern connection of a 3-web(M. Kikkawa, [8]).We will nd parallelisability conditions formulated in terms of projectors of aweb, and will verify that they are equivalent with those derived by Akivis. At thesame time we will show that the problem of parallelisability of a 3-web is equivalentwith integrability of a (P;B)-structure (a couple of polynomial structures deninga 3-web).All objects under consideration will be supposed of the class C1 (smooth).1. Projectors of a 3-webA 3-web on a 2n-dimensional manifold is given by a triple of foliations (ingeneral position) of codimension n which are usually dened by totally integrablesystems of Pfaan equations.For our purposes let us choose the following denition.Denition 1. Under a dierentiable 3-web W on a manifold M2n of dimension2n we will understand here a triple W = (D1; D2; D3) of (smooth) n-dimensionalintegrable distributions which are pairwise complementary.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 53C05.Key words and phrases: distribution, projector, manifold, three-web, regular (parallelisable)web.Received April 11, 1994.
76 ALENA VANZUROVAThree foliations of integral submanifolds of these distributions form a 3-web ina classical view-point. Given three-webs W = (D1; D2; D3) on M2n, and W0 =(D01; D02; D03) onM 02n, a dieomorphism f :M !M 0 will be called a web-morphismor web-equivalence if it satises(1) Tf(D) = D0 for  = 1; 2; 3:Three-webs W andW 0 are locally equivalent if there exists a local dieomorphismf : M ! M 0 of the underlying manifolds which satises (1). About each pointx 2 M , a local web-morphism (equivalence) f induces a dieomorphism of someopen neighborhood U 3 x onto a nbh of f(x). Investigations in web geometryare often concerned with local invariants, i. e. properties invariant under localequivalences satisfying (1).Given a 3-web W = (D1; D2; D3), each couple D, D of complementary n-distributions forms an almost product structure denoted by [D; D] here whichis integrable since both distributions forming it are integrable, [18]. The tangentbundle can be written as a Whitney sum:(2) TM = D D ;  6= ; ;  2 f1; 2; 3g:This decompositions determine web projectors P  associated withW, that is (1; 1)tensor elds on M satisfying(P  )2 = P  ; P  + P = I; kerP = im P  = D;P P  = P P P  = 0 for  6=  6=  6= ;for  6=  6= ;and [P  ; P  ] = 0. The last condition means integrability of both D and D .Now a web-morphism can be characterized by the property that its tangentmapping Tf commutes with web-projectors.Besides projectors, it is useful to introduce web-associated isomorphisms of thetangent bundle, [11], [15], byB = P   P  = P    P  :2. Regular websA local chart1 (U ;x1; : : : ; x2n) about x 2M will be called adapted with respectto the almost-product structure [D1; D2] if the coordinate vector elds @i = @=@xi,i = 1; :::; n span D1 on U , and @n+i = @=@xn+i span D2 on U . It can be veriedthat with respect to a holonomic frame (@i j @n+i), the matrix expressions of theprojectors P 13 , P 31 and the involutory automorphism B3 areP 13 =  0 0P I  ; P 31 =  I 0 P 0 ; B3 =  0 QP 0  :Here P = (pki ), pki = pki (x1; : : : ; x2n) is a regular (n; n)-matrix at any point, Iand 0 denote zero and unit (n; n)-matrices respectively, Q = P 1 = (qjk).1U denotes an open domain of M containing x.
PARALLELISABILITY CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENTIABLE THREE{WEBS 77Denition 2. A frame (Xi jXn+i) (which may be non-holonomic in general) willbe called web-adapted if Xi span D1, Xn+i span D2, and Xi + Xn+i span D3,i = 1; : : : ; n.Denition 3. A 3-web W on M will be called here regular if there exist lo-cal [D1; D2]-adapted coordinates such that the corresponding holonomic frame(@i j @n+i) is web-adapted, that is, @i span D1, @n+i span D2, and @i + @n+i spanD3, i = 1; : : : ; n .Remark. It can be veried that W is regular if and only if the almost productstructures [D1; D2], [D2; D3], and [D1; D3] are simultaneously integrable.It is obvious that a 3-web is regular i it is locally equivalent with a \ parallelweb " formed by three systems of parallel n-planes in R2n. Regular webs arefrequently called parallelisable.Given a web we will nd necessary and sucient conditions for its regularityusing components of the projector P 31 .Since [D1; D2] is integrable we can nd via Frobenius Theorem a transformationf (at least locally) of our (local) adapted coordinates (xi;xn+i) under which bothD1 and D2 remain unchanged, in other words, (x0i;x0n+i) are again adapted:(3) x0 i = f i(x1; : : : ; xn); x0 n+i = fn+i(xn+1; : : : ; x2n); i = 1; : : : ; nthat is,(4) @f i@xn+j = 0; @fn+i@xj = 0:Let us denoteF = f ij where f ij = @f i@xj ; ~F =  ~f ij where ~f ij = @fn+i@xn+j ;and similarly for the inverse transformation g, xi = gi(x0 j), xn+i = gn+i(x0 n+j):G = gij where gij = @gi@x0 j ; ~G = ~gij where ~gij = @gn+i@x 0n+j :Lemma 1. Let f = (f1; : : : ; f2n) be a local coordinate transformation (in anopen nbd U of some point x 2M ) given by (3). Then the n-tuple of vector elds@@x0 i + @@x0 n+i ; i = 1; : : : ; nforms a basis of D3 on U if and only if on U , the components of f and thecomponents pki (x1; : : : ; x2n) of the projector P 31 satisfy the following system ofdierential equations:(5) Xi Xk @fs@xk  pki  @fn+s@xn+i = 0 for i; s = 1; : : : ; n;
78 ALENA VANZUROVAor equivalently,(6) pki = @fn+s@xn+i  @gk@x0 s :Proof. Using the inverse transformation g = (g1; : : : ; g2n) we can writeP 31 @@x0 j = @gk@x0 j  @k; P 31 @@x0 n+j =   @gn+s@x0 n+j  pks  @k:Now the tangent vectorP 31 @@x0 j + @@x0 n+j =  @gk@x0 j   @gn+s@x0 n+j pks @kis equal to a zero vector for any j 2 f1; : : : ; ng if and only if all coecients vanish:@gn+s@x0 n+j pks   @gk@x0 j = 0; k = 1; : : : ; n:That is, ~G  P  G = 0:Multiplication by the regular matrix ~F from the left yields P   ~FG = 0, orP = ~FGwhich is (6), and further P  F = ~Fwhich can be written as (5).We see now that our system of partial dierential equations (4), (5) is solvablei the block P in the matrix representation of the projector P 31 can be writtenas a product of two vector valued matrices each depending only on one family ofcoordinates,(7) P (xi;xn+i) = ~F (xn+i) G(x0 i) = ~F (xn+i)  F 1(xi):At the same time, the factors can be regarded as Jacobi matrices of some trans-formations from Rn into Rn.The problem when such a decomposition does exist can be solved with help ofthe results obtained in [12], [5]. J. Sim¹a in [12] answered a more general question:when a smooth matrix function H in p+ q variables, non-singular at each point,is factorizable into the form(8) H(z1; : : : zp; y1; : : : ; yq) = A(z1; : : : ; zp) B(y1; : : : ; yq);or into the product of matrices depending on a single variable H(z1; : : : ; zk) =A(z1)  : : : A(zk). In the case which interests us the result is:
PARALLELISABILITY CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENTIABLE THREE{WEBS 79Lemma 2. (©im¹a condition) Let Z = Z1  Zp  Rp, Y = Y1  Yq  Rqbe open intervals (where Zj , j = 1; : : : p and Ys, s = 1; : : : ; q are open intervalsin R). Let H : Z  Y ! GL(n;R) (or H : Z  Y ! GL(n; C ), respectively)be a mapping which has the partial derivatives Hzj = @H@zj , Hys = @H@ys andHyjzs = @2H@zj @ys , 1 5 j 5 p, 1 5 s 5 q (in some order of dierentiation) on theopen interval Z  Y . Then the mappingH can be written in the form (8) if andonly if it suces the following system of partial dierentiable equations:(9) Hzjys =Hzj H 1 Hys on Z  Y; 1 5 j 5 p; 1 5 s 5 qwhere the lower indexis mean partial derivations with respect to the correspondingsubscribed variables. Moreover, the factors A and B are exactly pairs of the form(10) A(z1; : : : ; zp) =H(z1; : : : zp;u1; : : : ; uq) CB(y1; : : : ; yq) = D H(v1; : : : ; vp; y1; : : : ; yq)where the elements us 2 Ys and vj 2 Zj are chosen arbitrarily, and the (n; n)-matrices C and D over R (or over C respectively) satisfyC D =H 1(v1; : : : ; vp;u1; : : : ; uq):Using the formula H 1Hzj +H 1zj H = 0 which arises by derivation of theequality H 1 H = I we can write (9) in the form(11) Hzjys =Hzj H 1ys H:For our purposes we will also need the following:Lemma 3. ([19]) Let a1(z); : : : ; ap(z) be dierentiable functions of a vector vari-able z = (z1; : : : ; zp) having continuous partial derivations on some open intervalZ  Rp. The necessary and sucient condition for the existence of a dierentiablemapping ' : Rp! Rp such that@'@zi = ai(z); i = 1; : : : ; pis(12) @ai@zj = @aj@zi :
80 ALENA VANZUROVACorollary. A matrix-valued function A = akj (z), z 2 Rp is in a \Jacobimatrix-like" form akj = @'k@zj for some mapping ' = ('1; : : : ; 'p) : Rp! Rp if andonly if(13) @aki@zj = @akj@zi :Remark. Lemma 3 is sometimes formulated as follows: Let X be a dierentiable(at least C1) vector eld on a domain in Ep with components X = (a1; : : : ; ap).Then there exists a potencial f of X (i. e. X = grad f for some function f) i (12)is satised. This theorem is a dual version of so called Poincaré Theorem.Lemma 4. The system (4), (5) of partial dierentiable equations is solvable onU if and only if the block matrix P of the projector P 31 with respect to adaptedcoordinates (xi;xn+i) satises(14) Pxn+jxs Q +Pxn+j Qxs = 0;(15) (Pxn+i)kj = (Pxn+j )ki ; (Qxi )kj = (Qxj )kiwhere Q = P 1.Proof. If we put p = q = n, H = P , zj = xn+j , yj = xj, we obtain by Lemma2 and its corollary (11): The necessary and sucient condition for the existenceof a decomposition P (xi;xn+i) = A(xn+i) B(xi) is(16) Pxn+jxs + Pxn+j Qxs  P = 0;and the factors of any decomposition of the above form are exactly matricesA(xn+1; : : : ; x2n) = P (u1; : : : ; un; xn+1; : : : ; x2n) C;B(x1; : : : ; xn) = D P (x1; : : : ; xn; un+1; : : : ; u2n)with C D = Q(u1; : : : ; u2n) for some choice of a constant point u = (u1; : : : ; u2n)in a coordinate neighborhood U . Multiplication of (16) by Q gives (14). Theentries of the matrix factors of the factorization can be written as(A)ij = ( ~F )ij = @fn+i@xn+jand (B)ij = (G)ij = (F 1)ij ; (B 1)ij = (F )ij = @f i@xjif and only if @(A)ki@xn+j = @(A)kj@xn+i ; @(B 1)ki@xj = @(B 1)kj@xi ;that is(17) Xs ((Pxn+j )si   (Pxn+i )sj)(C)ks = 0; Xs ((Qxn+j )si   (Qxn+i)sj)(D 1)ks = 0:Since C and D 1 are non-singular the conditions (17) are equivalent with (15).As a consequence it follows:
PARALLELISABILITY CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENTIABLE THREE{WEBS 81Theorem 1. A 3-web is regular (equivalently, all [D; D] are simultaneouslyintegrable) if and only if the conditions (14) and (15) are fulllled.3. Chern connection. Expressions in local coordinates.Consider a 3-web W = (D1; D2; D3) on M2n, and for shortness, let us denoteP = P 31 ; B = B3:Then W can be regarded as a couple (P;B) of polynomial structures on M , [16],[13], [11], satisfying(18) P 2   P = 0; B2   I = 0with characteristic polynomialsp() = (   1); b() = (   1)( + 1);having in addition the following properties:(19) D1 = kerP; D2 = ker(I   P ); and D3 = ker(B   I) are integrable;BP = (I   P )B:On the other hand, any couple (P;B) of smooth (1; 1)-tensor elds on M2n satis-fying (18) and (19) gives rise to a 3-web (kerP; ker(I   P ); ker(B   I)), [11]. Therst condition in (19) can be written as2[P; P ] = 0; [B;B](X;Y ) = 0 for X;Y 2 ker(B   I):Denition 4. A (P;B)-structure will be dened as a couple of smooth (1; 1)-tensor elds on M2n satisfying (18), (19). We say that a (P;B)-structure is inte-grable if there exist local coordinates in a nbd of each point such that the matrixexpressions of P and B with respect to a coordinate frame areP =  I 00 0 ; B = 0 II 0 :Obviously, a (P;B)-structure is integrable if and only if the corresponding 3-webis regular.On the base web-manifold M , a canonical Chern connection of the web W isgiven by the formularXY = P [(I   P )X;PY ] + (I   P )[PX; (I   P )Y ]+ PB[PX;BPY ] + (I   P )B[(I   P )X;B(I   P )Y ]:2The Nijenhuis tensor of vector 1-forms P and B is given by [P,B](X,Y)=[PX,BY]+[BX,PY]+PB[X,Y]+BP[X,Y]-P[X,BY]-B[X,PY]- P[BX,Y]-B[PX,Y].
82 ALENA VANZUROVAWith respect to r, the tensor elds P and B are covariantly constant, and thetorsion tensor T of this connection satises T (PX; (1   P )Y ) = 0 for any vectorelds X, Y on M .In our adapted coordinates, the formula for an evaluation of the Lie bracket ofvector elds X = Xl@l +Xn+l@n+l, and Y is[X;Y ] = @Y k@xl Xl + @Y k@xn+lXn+l   @Xk@xl Y l   @Xk@xn+l Y n+l@k+@Y n+k@xl Xl + Y n+k@xn+lXn+l   @Xn+k@xl Y l   @Xn+k@xn+l Y n+l@n+k:We evaluate the Chern connection r with respect to a [D1; D2]-adapted holo-nomic frame (@i j @n+i):(20) r@i@j = @qkj@xi psk @s; r@n+i@n+j = @pkj@xn+i qsk @n+s;r@i@n+j = r@n+i@j = 0:The only non-zero Christoel symbols are sij = @qkj@xi psk;  n+sn+i;n+j = pkj@xn+i qsk:In evaluations of the torsion tensor T (X;Y ) = rXY  rYX   [X;Y ] and thecurvature tensor R(X;Y )Z = rXrY Z  rYrXZ  r[X;Y ]Z the only non-zeroterms areT (@i; @j) =  @qkj@xn+i   @qki@xn+j psk @s;T (@n+i; @n+j) =  @pkj@xn+i   @pki@xn+j qsk @n+s;R(@i; @n+j) @l =  @2qkl@xi@xn+j  psk + @qkl@xi  @psk@xn+j@s = @@xn+j@qkl@xi psk@s;R(@i; @n+j) @n+l =  @2pkl@xn+j@xi  qsk + @pkl@xn+j  @qsk@xi@n+s = @@xi @pkl@xn+j qsk@n+s:So the only non-zero components areT si;j = @qkj@xi   @qki@xjpsk; Tn+sn+i;n+j =  @pkj@xn+i   @pki@xn+j qsk;Rn+si;n+j;n+l = (Pxn+jxi Q +Pxn+j Qxi)sl = ((Pxn+jQ)xi)sl ;Rsi;n+j;l =  (Qxixn+j  P +QxiPxn+j )sl = ( P 1  (Pxn+j Q)xi P )sl= ( P 1  (Pxn+jxi Q+Pxn+j Qxi)  P )sl :
PARALLELISABILITY CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENTIABLE THREE{WEBS 83The conditions (15) can be written as(21) @pki@xn+j = @pkj@xn+i@qki@xj = @qkj@xi (1. integrability condition),(2. integrability condition).We see that the condition (15) is equivalent with T = 0, and (14) is equivalentwith R = 0. Further, it can be veried that the condition (15) can be expressedby vanishing of the Nijenhuis bracket [P;B], [17]:[P;B](@i; @j) = @qkj@xi   @qki@xj @n+k;[P;B](@i; @n+j) = [P;B](@n+i; @j) = 0;[P;B](@n+i; @n+j) =  @pki@xn+j   @pkj@xn+i @k:So we proved3 [P;B](X;Y ) = BT (X;Y )[P;B](X;Y ) =  BT (X;Y ) for X;Y 2 D1;for X;Y 2 D2:Since B is an automorphism of TxM at any point x we concludeT = 0() [P;B] = 0:Similarly, it can be veried the following:T = 0() [P 21 ; P 31 ] = 0; [P 12 ; P 32 ] = 0:Theorem 2. A (P;B)-structure is integrable (and the corresponding 3-web isregular if and only if [P;B] = 0, and the conditions (14) hold.We succeeded to substitute the Chern connection of a 3-web, which is more orless an additional object, by projectors, that is by tensor elds which are quitenaturally related to the web, or can be even regarded as 1-forms directly deningweb-distributions. This approach may be useful also for investigation of othertypes of webs.It remains an open question if it will be possible to substitute the curvaturetensor of the Chern connection by a suitable (1,3)-tensor eld (or elds) con-structed from projectors in some direct and natural way, some \ concomitants " ofprojectors dened e. g. by help of Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket.3In [17], the assertion is proved in an invariant way.
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